Directions: See if you can locate examples of the items listed below near the pond in Stuart Park. Record and describe what you find on this sheet. Share your findings with friends and family to see if they found similar or different items.

_ Animal tracks_
What do the tracks look like? What kind of animal do you think made these tracks?

_ A water bird_
What kind of bird is it?

_ An insect that floats_
How does the insect float on water?

_ A flying insect_
What kinds of fish/birds/animals eat these insects? Is it flying quickly or slowly?

_ An amphibian_
Describe the amphibian. What makes it an amphibian and not a fish or mammal?

_ A wetland plant_
How does this plant help with this wetland’s ecosystem?

_ Something rough_
What is this object? Why do you think it is rough?

_ Something smooth_
What is this object? Why do you think it is smooth?

_ Signs of people_
How do you know this is a sign of a person? Is this a good sign or a bad sign? Why?

_ Something changing_
What is changing? How is it changing? Is this a good change or a bad change?